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T H E  N E W S L E T T E R  O F  M U R D O C H  A S S E T  M A N A G E M E N T

Celebrating thirty years of 
Murdoch Asset Management



The investment market was a very different 
place 30 years ago, which is what prompted 
Jim Murdoch to set up Murdoch Asset 
Management. Thirty years later, he talks about 
what the company and the staff mean to him.

“Thirty years. Barely credible, but the mirror 
reminds me every morning!

“Murdoch was set up to act as the interface 
between investors and the vast fund 
management possibilities in the world of 
collective investments. Our customers were folk 
with money to invest but who lacked the 
necessary know-how to do it well or people who 
simply had no desire to spend their days 
thinking about money. 

“An old UN colleague of mine used to remind all 
who worked for him that if you don’t know where 
you’re going, you’ll end up somewhere else. So, 
from the start we knew where we were going. 
Early efforts to find skilled, ethical fund 
managers with solid track records of 
outperformance proved difficult. But we worked 
hard at getting to know many of the best 
managers and keeping track of them. 

“Nothing I achieved at Murdoch would have 
been possible without the support of good staff. 
Chris Birch is a godsend. Derek White has 
proved to be a steady, skilled colleague and Tony 
Dunne, from the day he joined us, fitted in 
perfectly in terms of both financial competence 
and personality. They are accomplished, good 
people. Over time we have also landed lucky 
with excellent support and administrative staff. 

The company is in good hands.”

Nothing I 
achieved at 
Murdoch 
would have 
been possible 
without the 
support of 
good staff.

A word from our founder 

Many things please me about the 
company that now manages all of my 
financial affairs, but nothing quite as 
much as the fact that it still bears my 
name. Of that I am very proud.”

Jim Murdoch

JIM MURDOCH FOUNDS MAM IN FARNHAM

Chris Birch joins Murdoch   as Investment Manager

A brand    new millennium

The tunnel cost £9 billion to build

Tokyo Sarin gas attack

Jurassic Park released

Dolly the sheep cloned

Maastricht Treaty signed

Channel Tunnel opens to the public

OJ Simpson found not guilty

First website goes live on the WorldWideWeb

Bush meets Yeltsin at Camp David

£3.21: the average price of a cinema ticket 
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1994
1995

Frozen lamb cost £4.22   per kilo 

Diana, Princess of Wales killed in a car    crash

Putin elected as  President of Russia

Changes to Murdoch through the years...

Sources: Wikipedia, Terramedia, Office for National Statistics, Wine-Searcher, BBC, Town and Country, 
Wimbledon, Met Office, The Guardian.



From one man’s vision to an award-winning company
Thirty years of Murdoch Asset Management
1991. Tim Berners-Lee introduces the first web browser, a loaf of bread could be bought for 
53 pence and John Major is Prime Minister. It’s also the year that Murdoch Asset Management 
is launched.

As Chief Executive and the longest serving member of staff, we speak to Chris Birch to talk about 
what’s changed, what hasn’t and his favourite type of client (just kidding – you’re all his favourite).

Chris, you joined Murdoch in 1998. What was the company like back then? 

It was still pretty small at the time. I joined as Investment Manager and I think I was the sixth 
member of staff. From memory, I believe we had about 200 clients and £30 million under our 
management. But Jim Murdoch, the founder of the business had a very clear vision of how 
Murdoch should build on its reputation as an investment specialist and so he hired people who 
could provide the skills required to grow the business.

What was that vision and how has it changed over the years?

We could see the need for clients who were getting close to retirement, to have access to specialist 
financial and investment advice so they could make plans knowing how much money they had to 
work with; and that’s still how it is today. Our business thrives on doing two things really well: 
providing worthwhile financial planning and growing our clients’ wealth. 

The industry has changed enormously in 30 years, how has Murdoch kept pace?

We’re constantly on top of changes to tax and financial regulations and vigilant about market 
movements and investment trends. Ten years ago, there were few requests for ethical investing, 
but today our clients are very aware about where they want their money invested so we offer 
portfolios that reflect this. Plus, we’ve always listened to customer feedback to help us improve 
what we offer, such as developing our client portal by introducing historic valuations and the ability 
for customers to review their partner’s information without having to login separately.

You’ve been with Murdoch for over 20 years and other members of staff have worked for the 
company for ten years or more. What’s the secret to a happy workforce and how does this benefit 
clients?

We’re very aware that as a service-based business, we need to rely on every single member of the 
team to look after our clients properly. So, the ethos of ‘treat others how you would want to be 
treated’ starts with the senior team and applies equally to staff and clients. The staff that have 
been with us for many years continue this ethos and help new staff maintain the high standard of 
care for clients. 

We’re 
constantly 
on top of 
changes 
to tax and 
financial 
regulations 
and vigilant 
about market 
movements 
and 
investment 
trends. 

Chris Birch joins Murdoch   as Investment Manager

Derek White joins as an Adviser

Tony Dunne joins as an Adviser

The Wedding of Prince William and   Catherine MiddletonA brand    new millennium

Terrorists crash planes into the World Trade Center

Concorde retires

Twice Prime Minister  of Pakistan, Benazir Bhutto assassinated

Lehman Brothers bankruptcy &   Global Financial Crisis

Angela Merkel becomes German Chancellor

Facebook launched

Asset newsletter launched

London-New York return ticket cost £8,292 

Austen Robilliard joins MAM as Investment Analyst

The tunnel cost £9 billion to build

Tokyo Sarin gas attack

Murdoch move offices to triple the space for extra staff 

First MAM client conference at Loseley Park, Guildford

Euro coins and banknotes enter circulation

Nintendo launches the Wii

Rich Palmer becomes MAM’s first Analyst/Planner

Average petrol price hit 98.2p per litre in August

Derek and Tony join the Board as shareholders

Good Friday agreement signed

Columbine High School Massacre

Summer Olympics take    place in London

Bush meets Yeltsin at Camp David

Dom Perignon 2000 costs on average £193

Woolworths close doors after 117 years
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Frozen lamb cost £4.22   per kilo 

Diana, Princess of Wales killed in a car    crash

Putin elected as  President of Russia

2009



So, what next? 
 
 
When you have a significant birthday, it’s great to look back at 
your achievements, but essential to consider the future as well. 

The last year or so has shown us that we can’t take anything for 
granted, but it shouldn’t mean we stand still. At Murdoch, we’re 
busy developing our business with a view to securing our future 
financially and strategically. 

Expanding your choices through acquisition

We’re delighted to announce that the IWP Group recently bought 
Omnium Wealth Management, a successful IFA business in 
Guildford. Over the next few years, they’ll be rebranding to become 
part of Murdoch Asset Management. Pushing our funds under 
management to £900m and doubling adviser numbers, this is the 
first in a series of acquisitions that we believe will build our financial 
strength and provide greater choices for our clients. 

It’s good news for all existing customers because you’ll get in-house 
access to a wider range of services such as advice about mortgages. 

Like us, the staff at Omnium believe in the value of personal service, 
so you can expect the help and advice you receive to remain of the 
highest quality. In fact, by growing our team, we can offer even more 
efficient administration and reporting. This includes improving your 
experience of MurdochView, providing more comprehensive 
forecasting and detailed research for client reports. 

Reaching out across four counties

Expanding our business means we’ll eventually have a greater 
geographical reach with offices across the south. Recent restrictions 
meant that we had to change the way we interact with you. But as 
the country opens up, we look forward to welcoming you to face-to-
face meetings at an office local to you. 

In the meantime, stay informed by signing up to watch our virtual 
conferences. 

The Wedding of Prince William and   Catherine Middleton

Twice Prime Minister  of Pakistan, Benazir Bhutto assassinated

Lehman Brothers bankruptcy &   Global Financial Crisis

Barack Obama becomes 44th US President

Angela Merkel becomes German Chancellor

A Big Mac cost £2.29 

Burj Khalifa opens as the tallest structure in the worldDerek and Tony join the Board as shareholders

Summer Olympics take    place in London

2017

2013

2016

2018

2014
2015

The wedding cake weighed 220 lbs 

Higgs Boson particle confirmed by CERN

UK votes to leave the EU

Beast from the East hits UK

Austen named European Fund Selector of the Year

UK inflation falls to 0% A pint of milk averages 44p 

2020
2019

Top price ticket at Euro 2016 final cost 895 euros

Coldest temperature recorded in the UK at -27.2C

Temperature rises to 38.7c

MAM celebrates 30 years of helping clients

Hottest day ever recorded in the UK

MAM move to new Head Office in Alton

Jonny Wilkinson retires from playing rugby

2021
...watch this space!2022

Murdoch reach £200m FUM

Andy Murray wins Wimbledon – strawberries at the tournament cost £2.50

MAM wins Wealth Manager Gold investment performance award



As it’s a special 30th anniversary edition of our newsletter, we thought we’d ‘spotlight’ both 
our longest serving member of staff and our newest member of staff. Many of you will already 
know our Chief Executive, Chris Birch, but first we’d like to introduce Abbie Churcher who 
joined us in February this year.

Interviewer: Abbie, what are your main responsibilities? 

Abbie: As a Senior Financial Planning Administrator, I look after a large number of clients, processing and monitoring all new 
business and ensuring that our clients’ servicing expectations are met in the most efficient way possible.

Interviewer: Where do you see your career heading? 

Abbie: I definitely see myself in a more senior position in the future; possibly working towards becoming a paraplanner, producing 
reports and recommendations. I enjoyed this in my previous role so it’s something I would like to work towards here at Murdoch.

Interviewer: Tell us something you enjoy doing outside of work.

Abbie: Spending time with friends and family, long walks, spending time at the spa, shopping and eating out. There’s also a lot 
more of the world I would like to see when I have time away from work.

Interviewer: Chris, what are your main responsibilities? 

Chris: I oversee all aspects of the firm with the Operations director and Investment director reporting to me. As we grow, more 
of my time is spent ensuring that our business continues to run smoothly. I also manage a number of client relationships.

Interviewer: What are the highlights of your career? 

Chris: The highlights are many as we deal with real people and can make a real positive difference to their lives and retirement 
plans. I feel very lucky to enjoy what I do.

Interviewer: Tell us something you enjoy doing outside of work.

Chris: I enjoy spending time with my family. My two teenage daughters are good fun to be with despite having their own 
opinions on most things, needless to say different to Mum and Dad. I’m also a season ticket holder with Southampton FC and 
occasionally enjoy that winning feeling.

Into the spotlight

Fund Manager Focus
As part of our review of 30 years of Murdoch Asset Management, we take a look at the 
career of our longest standing fund manager, Richard Pease. 

Although Richard currently manages the TM CRUX European Special Situations fund, we first 
invested with him in 1996 when he was running the Jupiter European fund. In 2001, we followed 
him to New Star, who were subsequently acquired by Henderson. Then in June 2015 he 
established his own investment management company, CRUX Asset Management, taking the then 
Henderson European Special Situations fund with him.

We favour managers who have demonstrable track records of producing above average returns on a 
consistent basis over time, employing robust and repeatable investment processes. During his 
impressive career, he has returned 3,798.82% compared to 1,157.24% for the sector average*. Over 
the past 25 calendar years, Pease has outperformed his respective peer group an enviable 18 times. 

With his proficient investment process, he favours companies with a high level of ownership from the 
original founders, where the wealth of the family is determined by the success of their business. This 
helps keep the company focused on creating genuine long-term value for shareholders, rather than 
capitulating to short-term pressure from less passionate investors. His north star when investing, is a 
company’s return on capital employed (ROCE), together with a valuation discipline. As such, Pease’s 
fund is full of companies that are earning more than the market yet cost less to buy – a powerful 
combination for long-term wealth creation.

*Source: Financial Express Analytics, Total Return, Bid to Bid, GBP£, 29th December 1989 to 30th April 2021

It is unwise to buy investments based on past performance – it isn’t a guide to future performance; fund managers 
take very different investment approaches, and the capital value of investments and the income generated can fall 
as well as rise. Expert advice should always be sought to best match your investment goals and needs, your 
tolerance for loss in the short term – understanding the real risks involved – and choose appropriate investments.

During his 
impressive career, 
Richard has 
returned 
3,798.82% 
compared to 
1,157.24% for the 
sector average*

Richard in 2021 & in 1996
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IN-HOUSE

Staff news
Hello!
Victoria Montacute , Head of Business Development

Victoria joins us in the newly created role of Head 
of Business Development and is responsible for 
advising new and existing clients on all aspects of 
investment management and estate planning.

Qualified to Diploma level and soon to achieve 
Chartered Financial Planner status, Victoria spent 
many years in client-facing roles before moving 
into the regulatory side of the industry, providing 
support across compliance, training and 
competence functions. Until joining Murdoch, 
Victoria was Operations Director for a national 
wealth management firm. 

Abbie Churcher, Senior Financial Administrator

Abbie started her career processing new business applications before 
joining a financial adviser firm as a financial assistant. In this role she 
worked directly with advisers and clients, helping advisers prepare for 
appointments, producing product price comparisons and drafting client 
reports.

All this experience Abbie brings to her new role as Senior Financial 
Administrator at Murdoch where she will be managing processes for new 
clients and providing ongoing support to existing clients.

Goodbye
Margaret Andrew, Client Services Administrator

We bid a fond farewell to Margaret Andrew who 
has announced her retirement after 16 years at 
Murdoch. Margaret has been pivotal as our first 
point of contact, managing reception and 
fielding phone calls, plus running our seminar 
programme so efficiently. Enjoy your 
retirement, Margaret!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Amy Woods

Amy has been promoted to Senior Technical Administrator.

Austen Robilliard

Austen has been promoted to Investment Director and has been awarded 
the CISI Level 7 Diploma in Wealth Management.

Ben Woods

Ben has been promoted to Financial Planner after passing his diploma in 
regulated financial planning.

Mark Collard, Senior Investment Analyst

Mark has been awarded the CISI Level 7 Diploma in Wealth Management.

 

Follow us on Facebook and LinkedIn  
for news, views and insights on investments, 
financial planning and saving IHT

Earning our clients’ trust 

£226.9m
Funds under management 2014

£289.7m
Funds under management 2016

£585m
Funds under management 2021


